
 

 

 

Nordic Meeting in Helsinki   29.11.2009 

 
Preliminary agenda 

 

- - 10.00   Breakfast 

10.00 – 14.00  Meeting 

14.00 – 15.30  Lunch 

15.30 – 20.00  Meeting 

20.00 – until police takes us… Finnish Sauna (including Finnish saunadrinks) 

 

 

 

Meeting agenda 

 

1. Open of thee meeting 

Opened 9.50 

2. Approval of the agenda 

Approved 

3. Approval of the minutes of last meeting 

Approved 

4. 2010 Nordic Open 

Bids: 

Norway  Vågå 

Sweden  Chamonix 

 

Votes: 

Danmark  Vågå 

Iceland  Vågå 

Norway  Vågå 

Sweden  Chamonix 

Finland  Chamonix 

 

5. PG Nordic Open 2009  

In meeting were under discussion some mistakes that had happened in PG Nordic Open 2009. 

Sweden proposed that PG Nordic Open should be valid competition only when there is at least 

1500 points made. The qualifications of valid competitions were under discussion. Decision 

should be made by the plenary meeting of CIVL meeting 2010. It is unacceptable to organizers 

to change the rules. It should be done by NHPA. Pilots were still very satisfied with Mads work 

for the competition. Agust will make a framework for local regulations statement in the bids. 

That will be made by 1
st
 January 2010. 

 

6. Records and Nordic Trophies 

 

Official Nordic Records. 

 

Finland told about outstanding unofficial record flight with paramotor, 622 km, done by mr Arto 

Halttunen. Finland also told that they have in process some hanggliding record applications. 



 

Trophies 

 

Paragliding, Norway, 214,8 points, John Björnback 

 

Hanggliding, Norway, 163,3 points, Olav Lien Olsen 

 

Last years winner should sponsor some price for new winner. 

 

7. CIVL-meeting 

 

20
th

 February, Lausanne France. 

 

a) Nordic countries will vote for the rule to get EN966 approved helmets mandatory in 

Cat1 competitions and Cat1 pre-events. 

b) Nordic countries are for the Hollands proposal of prohibiting prototypes in Cat1 

competitions for both hang- and paragliding.  

c) Flip is not going to stand for president 

d) John Aldridge will stand when nominated. 

 

 

8. Nordic safety matters 

a) Accident rapports, different ways to get more information from accidents and 

incidents were discussed. Denmark proposed that in competition should be punished 

the pilots that don’t fill accident rapport. Norway proposed a public Nordic forum to 

publish accident rapport.  

b) Nordic accidents. Iceland reported one serious incident. A paragliding pilot had 

flown about 2000 meters high and was in controlled airspace and near to flight route 

of a 757. Norway lots of accidents as always, not any serious only broken legs etc. 

Main course seems to be flying in the conditions that are not suitable for pilot’s 

skills. Norway promised to send a safety letter from Norwegian NAC to Nordic list. 

Norway had totally around 60 to 65 reports. Sweden had no statistics, but no fatal. 

Denmark had 2 reports two accidents. Finland reported two dead paramotorist, one 

hanggliding student and two trikepilots. Some of the reasons was discussed. 

 

 



 

9. Future of Nordic meetings 

 

a) Nordic federations matter.  

Danmark is eagerly proposing more cooperation between Nordic countries considering 

hang- and paragliding matters. Iceland proposed a common calendar for events. Norway 

proposed cooperation to arrange flying camps. Danmark proposed that clubs could have 

friend clubs. Finland promised to do something to get this realized. Norway had idea of 

having Nordic camping in Lofoten islands. 

b) Environment and new national regulations. 

Danmark reported that they have had some problems with complaining citizens in Lökken. 

Finland reminded how important it is to watch hang- and paragliders interest when 

European legislation is implemented. Norway reported that they hired airspacecontroller to 

communicate with airspace authorities to get airsport boxes. 

 

10. Nordic cooperation for accuracy and paramotor competitions 

 

There will be no serious accuracy competitions. Danmark would host World Air Games in 

2011. Finland welcomes all the Nordic pilots to Finnish paramotor championship. 

 

11. Next years Nordic meeting 

 

2010 meeting would be held in Oslo, Norway at 27
th

 November. 

(2011 Denmark and 2012 Sweden) 

 

12. Closing of the meeting 

 

Meeting was at 18.43. 

 

 

Present 

 

Agust Gudmundsson, Iceland 

Tonny Karlsen, Norway 

Karoliina Turppo, Finland 

Robert Aarts, Finland 

Oyvind Ellefsen, Norway 

Jocke Johansson, Sweden 

Rasmus Rohlff, Danmark 

Kalle S. Norri, Finland 


